MyoSkin Natural
MovoSkin Natural
Physoskin Natural

Product Information
One can speak with one’s hands; they tell stories and grasp things. Being unique and natural, they catch everyone’s eye as a matter of course.

The Skin Natural Gloves for prostheses offer a highly natural appearance. They allow the prosthesis wearer to have the desired natural and harmonious appearance in their everyday, their working life, and during their free time. In this manner, they help to complete the body image. Skin Natural are very robust and also easy to clean. Another important function of the gloves is to protect the prosthesis from environmental influences such as dust, dirt, and moisture.
The product highlight of the Skin Natural Gloves is their naturalness.

The multi-layer design of the gloves gives them a depth effect so that they have a very vivid appearance. The outer translucent layer allows the coloured fibres of the material to shine through. This simulates the natural vein structure of human skin.

The prosthesis wearer benefits from a very unobtrusive prosthesis which harmonises with the overall picture. As a successor model to the Skin Clean, the **Skin Natural** also places high value on the individual needs and requirements which are specified by the prosthesis wearer.

The entire colour palette of the Skin Natural is produced with six colours. The new colour scale 646M47 helps with selecting the right pattern. Only the colour sample kit 646M47 should be used to determine the exact colour. It consists of the actual materials in the corresponding colours.

**Skin Natural: Practical and suitable for everyday use**

Everyday use places high demands on prosthetic gloves, which are fulfilled particularly well by the Skin Natural.

The PVC based material ensures that the Skin Natural is very robust in comparison to other materials and has a relative long life. This provides security when using the gloves. Due to a special modern surface treatment, the Skin Natural gloves are also easy to clean. The gloves remain attractive for a long time. All of this helps to ensure that the prosthetic wearer can concentrate on the important things in life again and use the glove in everyday life without being self-conscious.

**Skin Natural is available for the following prosthetic systems:**
- MyoSkin Natural for myoelectrically controlled prostheses
- MovoSkin Natural for body-powered prostheses
- PhysoSkin Natural for passive prostheses